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ABOUT  

HVC 

HVC champions the voluntary sector and volunteering by connecting, representing and supporting        

voluntary organisations. Our services include training, consultancy, information, resources and toolkits on 

governance, campaigning, strategy, impact and volunteer recruitment and retention.  

 

HVC is the only licenced Volunteer Centre operating in Havering and works within the recognised     

Quality Accreditation Scheme operated by the National Council for Voluntary Organisations (NCVO), 

who are the national body for Volunteer   Centre’s, with HVC attaining accreditation status in 2019.  

HVC recognises the importance of obtaining accreditations and will continue to strive to achieve these 

recognised standards and maintain its excellent standing in the voluntary and  community sector (VCS).  

 

HVC is also an award winning centre of volunteering excellence having been recognised on several       

occasions for the work undertaken in the community. Since 2016 HVC have achieved various              

nominations, awards and accreditations from the Mayor of London, NCVO and the Queen’s Award. 

Havering Volunteer Centre (HVC) was founded on 6th October 2015 by 

the Chief    Executive Officer; Shelley Hart. Securing fully accessible 

premises in January 2016 within the centre of Romford Town and      

supported by the local authority Community Development and           

Resilience team via an annual grant, HVC became a registered and fully 

operational charity on 25th February 2016. 

OUR VISION  
To enable positive change to lives and communities through volunteering 

Change perceptions and 

people’s behaviours       

towards volunteering 

Increase access to       

volunteering                 

opportunities   

Highlight the positive 

personal benefits of    

volunteering  

Community and VCS are educated on: 

 True meaning of what it is to be a 

volunteer 

 Understand the motives and        

reasons as to why individuals 

choose to volunteer 

 Increase awareness of volunteering 

opportunities  

 What methods can be utilised to   

access volunteering  

 Promote the health, well-being  

benefits and positive impact of   

volunteering 

THROUGH: 

EDUCATION        COLLABORATION       CAMPAIGN 



 

Welcome and thanks to everyone for attending our AGM this year. Havering Volunteer Centre has had yet        

another impressive year and continued in its mission to provide the best possible service to the Borough of        

Havering and its residents.  

I knew when I joined the Board of Trustees and then when taking my current role as chair that the HVC packed a 

heavy punch but never did I imagine being at the helm of such a powerhouse that is HVC at such a difficult time and 

in crisis support mode . 

The passion and determination of everyone involved, from our CEO Shelley, staff, volunteers and my fellow       

trustees is evident for all to see, The desire to maintain a very high level of service with care, compassion and     

understanding is self evident and something which is fantastic to see in our Borough 

When the Covid-19 pandemic hit, not once did we hear from our CEO that something couldn’t be done, that HVC 

couldn’t or wouldn’t help nor that we needed to close our doors, stop taking new referrals or volunteers. Instead 

sleeves were rolled up; services flipped 180 degrees, support processes implemented and a call to arms initiated to 

ensure we could properly support the residents in Havering.  

I speak on behalf of all of the trustees when I say that we are incredibly proud of what HVC have achieved in the 

short 5 years of operation. We are immensely grateful to the hundreds of volunteers who stood with us to deliver 

crisis support in Havering and very fortunate to have such a strong, resilient team within our staffing and volunteer 

structure.  

HVC has always received excellent support from our partners within the Local Authority who have helped give 

HVC the foundations to keep building, developing and to grow in strength. All the officers within the Community 

Development and Resilience Team have continued to support our endeavours, supporting HVC with grant funding 

and Covid support. However, above all of that are the kind, inspirational messages of thanks and empowerment 

which have warmed the hearts of all at HVC and given us the belief to continue to strive to make Havering a     

cohesive place to live, work and enjoy.  

Moving forward the Trustees of HVC has a number of key aims- 

 Firstly, to increase engagement particularly among our younger members of the community to become     

volunteers.  

 To continue to diversify our income streams.  

 To  deliver great results by continuing to plan for the future and develop a stronger Employee Supported 

Volunteering programme.  

 Finally we want to continue to build and expand a flexible and an expertly skilled Board of Trustees.  

The power of volunteering has never been more evident than has been seen over the last 2 years and the           

importance and need to have a strong, thriving Volunteer Centre is clear – the last 12 months have proved this, I 

dread to think what could have been if HVC did not exist  

Long may HVC be here to continue the vital and outstanding work for the benefit of so many in the community, 

our reach is far and wide, a support arm to so many – congratulations to all involved in making the HVC the       

success it is today. 

Warmest Regards 

Nigel Meyer - Chair of Trustees 

CHAIR’S    

REPORT 



OUR MISSION  

To create and support a broad spectrum of volunteering opportunities  

Actively seek a diverse 

range of volunteering    

opportunities  

Support organisations to 

develop their roles and 

increase volunteering 

Ensure high standards in 

volunteer management 

to strengthen the sector 

 Provide access to volunteer       

management training  

 Liaise with our VCS partners          

regarding updates on their            

opportunities and recruitment     

processes  

 Provide access to HVC’s                 

Volunteering Toolkit 

 Support organisations via our         

Havering Volunteer Managers       

Forum 

THROUGH: 

EDUCATION        COLLABORATION       CAMPAIGN 

OUR AIMS  

To enable sustainability and consistency of our service delivery  

Maintain the core        

functions of HVC in line 

with our accreditation  

Advise and support our 

VCS partners to     

strengthen the sector  

Guide and inform those 

wishing to volunteer   

Enhance HVC to become 

an easily accessible        

organisation 

Strive to provide impactful 

volunteering opportunities  

THROUGH: 

SUSTAINABILITY       GROWTH     DEVELOPMENT  



Havering has an immense community spirit, the desire to help was and still is strong and people truly did all come 

together to help in   whatever way they could. I am so glad that HVC were strong, vibrant and resilient enough to 

coordinate that effort and empower this army of volunteers; many of whom were new to volunteering, to offer much 

needed and vital support.   

I am very proud that in Havering, the voluntary and community sector was the most natural place to receive that 

help; proving that we do have a strong, adaptable and very capable voluntary sector.  

HVC was at the front of that support with a highly professional and prepared coordinated approach, responding to 

community need, recruiting and mobilising volunteers efficiently and effectively, devising a plan of action for        

emergency food, prescriptions and PPE deliveries. HVC said that they would be there for the community to          

deliver on what they needed and it was important for us to strive to maintain this promise.  To be honest HVC did 

so much and covered so many areas of need that we have forgotten some of the areas of support we covered; it’s 

only when we meet people that received support from HVC that it reminds us exactly what we achieved and how 

many lives we touched.    

As always HVC are a small team here in the office and feeling the demands for our support early on in March 2020 

we thankfully we were able to increase our staffing ratio with extra funding to facilitate employing more staff to cope 

with the 400+ emergency crisis calls received each day and the on boarding of more than 600 volunteers in the early 

days of the crisis. This provided HVC with the continuity of service and the ability to deliver a high standard of care 

to the residents, with no caller feeling rushed or not listened too.  

One thing that was evident a result of Covid-19 was the strengthening of relationships built between local VCS and 

public sector organisations, especially local authorities and the health services.  Although they may have engaged with 

us in the past, now more than ever, there was an urgency to work together and address immediate needs for our 

local residents.  It was clear that by working together and drawing on our individual strengths, we could better serve 

the community with effective results.  What was integral and I hope will continue, is having the VCS at the table at 

the right time and not as an afterthought, but instrumental in discussions to implement support effectively, this 

brought about an informed understanding of the importance of the HVC, VCS and volunteers.  

HVC are very proud of our efforts these past 2 years and the rise in volunteering, ensuring those that wanted to  

volunteer could, that we mobilised them fast so they felt valued, needed and making that difference. Furlough 

schemes saw a higher than average uptake in volunteering, we were asked continuously throughout our efforts how 

many volunteers had become unwell with Covid or returned to work but we are very humbled with the fact that 

most of the people engaged into volunteering have thankfully remained, with new volunteers still engaging  daily. I am 

often asked “why did so many people want to get involved during the pandemic and how we can convert these Covid 

19 volunteers into long term volunteers” for us this is the answer, HVC always shows kindness, understanding and 

opportunity to all, this means that we can provide individuals who still have the desire to volunteer with the          

opportunity to do so – that’s how you sustain volunteering – OPPORTUNITY!  

Whether that opportunity came in the form of community support volunteering or home based volunteering there 

was an opportunity there for anyone who wanted it regardless of what they may have thought a barrier.               

Volunteering has huge health and wellbeing benefits the act of volunteering often comes in the form of providing a 

much needed service but the personal benefit on the volunteer often provides a lifeline, hope and a sense of purpose; 

helping others often helps you too!   

As the world around us changes so is volunteering, many people like the freedom of not committing to a long term 

role, the fluidity of micro volunteering often suits far better.  It fits in to their lifestyle with ease and HVC are able to 

facilitate this flexible approach to volunteering by maintaining that drive and keeping them engaged and  involved. 

There will always be a need for long term volunteering roles but what HVC has learnt over this period is that       

organisations need to reflect this change and offer diverse volunteering roles to capture that enthusiasm to volunteer.  

 

 

The pandemic and these past 2 years have been the most dreadful time for us all; some of us 

sadly have suffered more than others. What has been evident throughout is during all of the 

negatives we have also seen the best of people coming together to achieve what is needed in 

our communities; these are our wonderful volunteers.   

In past AGM reports and during many meetings I have tried to drum home how powerful 

volunteering is and this has been evident throughout recent times of need.  

CEO’S    

REPORT 



Sincerest Well Wishes, Shelley Hart—CEO 

HVC faced many hurdles throughout the pandemic, trying to deliver whilst remaining sustainable, being accessible 

where there were times when it would have been easier to close our doors, facing barriers from our peers and 

leaders; to name but a few but all those hurdles taught each and every member of HVC; trustees, staff, volunteers 

and beneficiaries to be stronger and more connected.  

We often pause for a moment or two and contemplate the thought of no HVC, just imagine if there was no       

Havering Volunteer Centre what the past 18 months would have meant for our community: 

 No prescriptions delivered to the community or on behalf of the struggling pharmacies 

 No agency open and available to issue hundreds foodbank vouchers to households in crisis 

 No free emergency food provisions delivered to families, those isolating or trying to make ends meet 

 No one at the end of the phone that had the time to listen to the desperate pleas for help 

 No advice on the right agencies to support residents with the hundreds of support calls and queries 

 No one to get government food parcels issued or collect the unwanted ones 

 No volunteers to undertake any of the above 

 No Volunteers to support the NHS with thousands of people vaccinated 

The list is long and extensive, HVC is not just here for volunteer engagement; it’s here for community support, it’s 

resilient, it’s strong, dependable and here to make a real difference to the lives of hundreds of people.  

For HVC to be able to respond to community need and crisis as they arise, we need the stability to remain, we 

need the support of our   voluntary sector partners, we need those that doubt us to stop; and instead walk     

alongside us shoulder to shoulder to deliver the very best we can as a sector, we need people to stop thinking we 

are a free industry and provide the continued funding to enable us to be so responsive. We are and never should 

be an afterthought because what is very clear is the need for volunteers and the need for an experienced, trusted 

and established Volunteer Centre; like HVC to deliver.  

It has often been said that the future of volunteering is unknown; I don’t think we’ll be hearing that for a while as 

there has been a huge surge in young volunteers. This surge will focus HVC’s efforts over the next few years. We 

will be championing all forms of volunteering, ensuring that young people can access and shape the future of       

volunteering yet to come. 

I would like to take this opportunity to thank and incredible army of volunteers who have unrelentingly supported 

and answered every call for help over the past 18 months, the outstanding team here in the office at HVC, I could 

not have asked for a better team around me to    deliver HVC’s Vision, Mission and Aims, they are a loyal,       

hardworking and determined band of amazing people. A thank you to HVC’s Trustees who have been right with 

me at the helm steering us through some difficult waters; working together and stronger than ever.  

Thank you to; our Local Authority who have supported HVC not only with our grant funding but the belief and 

support offered by senior officers, Kim Smith and the whole of the Community Development and Resilience Team 

who are our funders and for without whom there would be no HVC. 

Lastly to you our wonderful VCS partners its been a bumpy few months but together we have come together 

which has made our voluntary and community sector in Havering one of the very best, it’s important that we    

continue to work as on sector and deliver the very best for the community in which we serve.  

In closing I would like to leave you with some thoughts to consider and take forward: 

What would it mean to you if there was no HVC: 

 Would you see a reduction in volunteer engagement? 

 Who would you pick up the phone or drop an email too for support or advice? 

 Would you have service users at a loss on what opportunities were available for them?  

 Would you have known a family unable to source their next meal, medication or travelling miles to get their 

vaccine? 

HVC still to this day, whilst continuing their core business as usual are still fighting and supporting the Covid-19 

plight; supporting the local vaccine sites with thousands of volunteering hours, HVC just doesn’t stop when the 

world around us is fighting. 



 Maintain and increase Accreditation; continuing to     

improve our internal best practices 

 Diversify our income streams through external 

grants and funds 

 Maintain high levels of quality staffing to enable 

strong delivery of services 

SUSTAINABILITY 

GROWTH 

DEVELOPMENT 

 Increase reach into the community through wider   

outreach programmes 

 Expand on a specialist active volunteer base that 

covers specific areas of need 

 Strengthen and Expand on HVC’s crisis support 

 Develop specific Volunteer programmes such as: 

 Volunteer Buddy Scheme 

 Climate Change Volunteer 

 Digital Inclusion Volunteers 

 Develop a training programme for both Volunteers 

and Organisations 

 Develop our marketing and promotional avenues to    

improve engagement  

 Develop and enhance HVC’s fundraising aims to 

work in conjunction with the sustainment and 

growth objectives 

HVC’s Future Goals: 



Havering Volunteer Centre welcomed me as their new Treasurer this year and what has been evident from the 

get go is how resourceful the centre is. HVC is not a charity that can easily income generate as they are often 

seen as an umbrella organisation to many external funders therefore it has to be economical in its spending.  

That being said HVC had a very unusual year in terms of securing additional funding, due to the transformation in 

service that HVC offered throughout the Covid-19 pandemic; they were able to secure rounds of funding to con-

tinue their good work in the community.  

This year saw a diverse income stream of £314,406 which meant for the first time HVC were able to secure inter-

nal infrastructure by     employing a resilient workforce to cope with the many challenges brought on by Covid-19.  

As a Trustee Board we have worked hard in maintaining strong financial control procedures, ensuring that we can 

continue with our     workforce, plan long in to the future and strengthen our reserves bringing this to £86,000 

this includes a pension provision.  

Although the past year has afforded HVC to receive a higher than usual income stream, we predict a very lean and 

frugal income generation for 2021/22. Due to the continuous change of Covid regulations HVC cannot rely on self

-generation through room hire or any fundraising events, this makes planning projects or future events difficult.  

Despite expected difficult times in terms of securing additional funding, the rise of utility prices and day to day ex-

penditure, HVC are in a reasonable position financially and the Trustees are determined to safeguard that position. 

Our aim is to maintain a balanced budget and steady reserves target in line with our policies.  

I would also like to take this opportunity to echo the Chair of Trustees sentiments with my thanks to the Local 

Authority’s Community    Development and Resilience Team for their continued support and belief in HVC’s 

community efforts, the grant funding received enables HVC to actively support residents into meaningful volun-

teering opportunities.  

The Board and I are confident that together with the CEO we will continue to be economical with our spend, 

source diverse income streams, outline ways to access public funds, charitable trusts, corporate sponsors and in-

crease fundraising through events.  

In closing I would like to say thank you to my fellow Trustees for welcoming me as Treasurer, to our CEO Shel-

ley, Financial Advisor John and the whole team at HVC for their continued dedication in delivering the aims and 

missions of HVC.  

My very best Wishes 

Sue Gill 

Treasurer  

 

TREASURER’S         

REPORT 



At a direct administration 

cost to HVC of £21,390 

At a direct administration  

cost to HVC of £18,000 

Lets say each of the community and care call volunteers give 

1 hour of their time a week and that the vaccine volunteers 

undertake a 4 hour shift for 1 whole year, HVC can work out 

it’s total cost avoidance to the Havering economy at an        

incredible 

 £2,333,552 
We all know that volunteers give a whole lot more than that but HVC will    

never over estimate or inflate our figures 



Alongside all of our additional Covid-19 support, HVC have also been 

conducting core services as usual: 

At a direct   

administration 

cost to HVC of       

£36,780 

Throughout the last 18 months HVC have placed 87% of volunteers in 

to roles with our VCS partners 

All of HVC’s services provided throughout the pandemic were important but the Check In & Chat Care 

Calls were a lifeline for so many! Those who usually sought their social interactions via their local shop, 

pharmacist or GP were no longer able to venture out due to government restrictions and therefore  

plummeted into isolation.  

What was unique about the service HVC offered was that there were no criteria's, you didn’t have to be 

over a certain age or from a certain background because loneliness and isolation isn’t prejudice, it can  

affect anyone at any point in their lifetime.  As an example, HVC engaged new mums, asylum seekers, the 

elderly, furloughed workers and many more who   really needed a friend at the end of the phone.  

Just as important as the calls were the additional support needs that came from these calls, HVC were 

able to ascertain who wasn’t able to access food or medication and more importantly made referrals to 

specialist agencies, such as, Adult Social Care, Havering MASH Team, British Red Cross, Citizens Advice, 

Age UK, Havering Carers’ Hub, Havering Mind, LBH    Covid-19 Support Line, LBH Safeguarding Team, 

Peabody & Partially Sighted Society. A total of 70 specialist support referrals have been made and a     

number of successful outcomes, for example a successful PIP claim with back payment of income and rent 

being awarded over a 2year period!  



An element of HVC’s work which is completely unfunded is the         

issuing of Foodbank Vouchers to residents so that they can collect           

emergency food provisions from Collier Row & Romford, Rainham 

and Harold Hill Foodbanks 
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At the start of 2020 HVC was only a paper issue referral agency to Collier Row and Romford 

Foodbank, you can see that prior to April 2020 HVC issued between 1-5 vouchers.   

Government restrictions saw HVC become an E-Referral agency and as we remained office 

based it meant that staff were accessible to issue vouchers to clients as many othr agencies 

were now closed and working from home.   

2021 and the cease of Brakes Boxes and local free food provisions saw a staggering increase in           

individuals seeking foodbank vouchers, in fact HVC issued 332 vouchers in 2020 compared to 

698 in 2021.  



 

A MESSAGE 

FROM THE     

CENTRE OPS 

MANAGER 

As someone who is a resident of Havering, have grown up here and now 

have the pleasure of working in this borough, I feel very lucky!  

I am sure many will question what I have to feel lucky about and it’s actually 

the borough itself and what it has to offer.  

The last 18 months (almost very nearly 2 years) I have spoken with       

thousands of people, each with a very different reason for contacting HVC.  

At the start of the pandemic HVC were receiving 400 calls a day across 5 call handlers, we put in 12, 

sometimes 14 hour days. The HVC team took many a call, residents were grateful and pleasant, some calls 

echoed sheer desperation, frustration, residents were angry, fearful and lonely but the hardest calls to    

receive were from the ones that saw no end to how they were feeling—those are the calls and the people 

we still carry with us today! For the HVC team it was some of the most hardest days, ones where quite 

easily we could have said “nope, we just can’t do this” but not one member of the team did and that’s 

something I feel very lucky for; lucky to have such an incredibly dedicated, compassionate, hard working, 

selfless team of people supporting thousands of residents, ensuring no one went hungry, everyone had 

their medication and no one felt like they didn’t have anyone to turn too.  

I have been very lucky to have such wonderful volunteers come forward and support so many in their hour 

of need; from community volunteers, care call buddies to vaccine volunteers, you have made this whole 

experience totally life changing  for so many. You have chatted to those when they had no one else, you 

have quite literally saved lives by delivering medication or supporting the vaccination programme and have 

answered every call and email I have sent, often begging for help or apologising profusely for another last 

minute shift cancellation—I am lucky; as for without you, HVC could not deliver its service.  

As a resident and someone who has grown up in Havering, I feel lucky to have neighbours, friends and   

people all over the borough coming together to support other members of the community, the kindness 

and cohesiveness of Havering is what makes this borough an incredible place to live, work and raise       

families. It’s heart warming to know there are so many people and agencies like HVC out there in the   

community; putting the community first. I feel lucky because I know where to turn to if I, a member of my 

family, friend, neighbour or colleague need help and confident enough to know they will be well            

supported.  

Finally I would like to end on many thank you’s: Thank you to the thousands of volunteers who have     

supported HVC and what we have delivered across the borough, you have all had such an impact far    

greater than you will realise ; it’s been a pleasure talking with you over many months. Thank you to those 

that have believed in HVC, those that never doubted our ability, tried to hold us back and supported us in 

our plight to support the community. I have so much thanks for the Board of Trustees and our CEO    

Shelley for believing in me and giving me the opportunity to carry out my passions and work for such an 

amazing organisation. Lastly some personal Thank you’s the HVC team over the last 18 months, Jasmine, 

Jo, Rachel, Victoria, Lisa, Cliff, Rob, Daniel, Kelly, Pam, Charles and Veda; each and every one of you have 

supported both Shelley and I through unprecedented times, you never waivered or questioned but turned 

up and walked alongside us in this battle and for you all  - I feel very lucky! 

Long May We Always Be This Lucky—Rebecca  



Havering Volunteer Centre and the Friends of the Secret Blind Garden are proud to announce that the 

Sensory Garden in Harrow Lodge Park, which is lovingly cared for by the Friends Group and HVC       

Volunteers, were awarded a Level 5 Outstanding in the London in Bloom In Your Neighbourhood        

category.  

This award means so much to all those involved as a lot of blood, sweat and tears have gone into this 

space over the last 6 years to make it such a vibrant and tranquil space for visually and sensory impaired 

residents and those seeking solace. If you haven’t already please do come along and visit, volunteer with us 

or join the Friends of Group, we are always looking at expanding community involvement.   

Do you have a passion for the community and volunteering?                         

Would you like to join our vibrant and diversely skilled Board of Trustees?  

WHAT IT TAKES TO BE A GOOD TRUSTEE: 

1. TRUSTWORTHY AND HAS INTEGRITY—

You’re  honest and have strong sense of doing 

the right thing in the interest of all members 

2. COMMITTED TO THE ROLE—you’re     

interested in volunteering and the community 

and you’re willing to dedicate your time to the 

role 

3. GREAT AT TEAMWORK— you’re reliable 

and adaptable, you’re comfortable working with     

different people and you are eager to          

contribute at meetings 

4. FLEXIBLE—you’re open minded and keen to 

learn and happy to listen to opinions that are 

different from yours and are open to changing 

your mind in the light of what you hear 

5. BEING PRACTICAL—you have sound    

judgement and make reasonable decisions to 

help the Board achieve it’s objectives  

6. A CONFIDENT COMMUNICATOR—

you’re able to get your ideas across clearly and 

logically and you’re willing to listen to others 

and see things from their perspectives 

7. WILLING TO TAKE COLLECTIVE          

RESPONSIBILITY—you need to be willing to    

support and be accountable for all the decisions 

of the Board. This may mean taking             

responsibility for a group decision, even if you 

didn't agree with it 

If you would like more information please contact     

Rebecca.Mazrreku@HaveringVC.org.uk 



OUR TEAM, OUR SKILLS 

HVC is maintained by a small team of 
personnel headed by a full time paid 
Chief Executive, one full time paid      
Centre Operations Manager, paid part 
time Pathway Advisor, paid part time   
admin team, skilled volunteers and in 
partnership with a Board of Trustees. 

Together, Trustees, staff and volunteers are committed 
to delivering and developing services, securing the        
finances and other resources necessary to fulfil the aims 
and the core functions of the charity for its sustainable 
success.  

Board of Trustees -  The Trustee Board are established and committed 
individuals local to Havering, who have a range of professional skills,  
expertise and networks with a robust track record within the voluntary, 
community, public and business sectors. The trustees work together, 
creating partnerships to ensure the viability and success of HVC. 

Chief Executive Officer -  The CEO has over 21 years proven track record of    
working in the voluntary sector, building partnerships, collaborative working and    
engaging volunteers. She brings to the borough a wealth of knowledge and expertise 
of working within the voluntary, community and public sectors and is a local          
Havering resident.  

Centre Operations Manager – The COM began with HVC at its inception as a   
volunteer which has afforded her the skills and opportunity to embrace the charity’s 
ethos right from its early development stages. She also holds extensive local 
knowledge having been a resident of Havering all her life. 

Pathway Advisor – The PA is a highly skilled professional who understands what it 
means to be a valued volunteer having volunteered for many years across various 
charities. Her background in HR provides her with the skills and understanding on 
what it takes to provide the best outcomes for potential volunteers.  

As part of our good governance the Board of Trustees 
have formalised steering groups to focus on 4 areas of 
HVC’s  direction; Strategic Development, Finances, HR 
and Policies and PR and Marketing.     

Admin Team – All members of the admin team began their employment with HVC 
as volunteers. This gave them an excellent understanding of HVC’s person centred 
approach and provided them with all the skills to develop into paid members of the 
team.  

Volunteers – Each member of HVC’s volunteer team brings 
their own unique skills, experiences and knowledge and we 
are very proud of the fact that many of HVC’s volunteers 
have been with the organisation since founding.  



OUR VALUES  

As a collective we believe in the following set of  

values: 

Continuously develop our service 

delivery around the needs of the    

individuals and sectors we meet and 

support 

DELIVERY 

Adapting, improving and creating services 

to an ever changing environment, ensuring 

we respond to the needs of the community 

and our sector partners 

RESPONSE 

Embracing diversity and promoting our committed 

approach to equality, ensuring everyone has equal 

access to volunteering and their voices are being 

heard 

RESPECT 

Support and value each other; working      

together to achieve our aims and objectives  

TEAMWORK 

Strive to enhance our excellent reputation by being the 

best we can be; working to our quality standards and 

best practices  

EXCELLENCE 



OUR IMPACT  

415  

PEOPLE NOW IN PAID         

EMPLOYMENT AS A DIRECT 

RESULT OF HVC ENGAGING 

THEM INTO VOLUNTEERING     

(2016-2021) 

96%  

OF VOLUNTEERS NOW FEEL A 

GREATER SENSE OF PURPOSE 

(2016-2021)  

4,661 

VOLUNTEERS PLACED INTO 

VOLUNTEERING ROLES IN 

HAVERING (2016-2021) 

£19.1M 

ECONOMIC COST AVOIDANCE 

VIA SERVICES PROVIDED BY 

HVC (2016-2021) 

2,900 

HOUSEHOLDS SUPPORTED BY 

HVC DURING THE            

CORONAVIRUS PANDEMIC  

(2020) 

713 

VOLUNTEERS ENGAGED AND 

ROSTERED BY HVC TO       

SUPPORT THE NHS WITH THE 

COVID VACCINATION        

PROGRAMME (2021) 



To the Staff at the Havering Volunteer     

Centre - a big thank you for your     

kindness and for picking up much     

needed medication so that my husband 

could start his cancer treatment - Sandy 

& Ray 

Thank you so much for my letter    

thanking me for volunteering, I have   

really enjoyed it. I think your team    

deserve some praise too, well done on 

organising such a huge task! - Sandra 

It’s been a privilege to be a very small 

part of the vaccine rollout, wonderfully 

well organised and I’ve loved it, cannot 

fault any part of the volunteer or vaccine 

experience, thank you to Havering     

Volunteer Centre for the opportunity 

cannot wait for my next shift! - Karen T 

I have enjoyed every moment of  

volunteering at the vaccine site, it 

has helped me through a very 

difficult time - Lisa S 

What an outstanding achievement by 

HVC to organise such a huge            

volunteering army, it’s been such a lovely 

place to offer my time - Rochelle 

I wanted to offer my thanks for all the 

hours you have put in and your phone 

calls and emails arranging all our shifts, 

not an easy task—Carole R 

I have really enjoyed being able to      

volunteer for the vaccination             

programme, it’s been so rewarding and 

I’ve met a lot of amazing volunteer who I 

will hopefully keep in touch with - Daryl 

Thank you all at the Volunteer Centre 

for all your work. I know you had to 

work late when you weren’t given much 

notice to get volunteers, I am sure I 

speak for all us   volunteers that it’s 

been an absolute pleasure helping out 

with the vaccinations - Maggie 

I have really enjoyed the experience and 

met some really lovely people at Victoria 

Hospital, it has always felt to me like 

belonging to something very special, it’s 

the greatest   pleasure to be a part of - 

Paula 

Thanks for the email thanking me, I’d 

like to say a big thank you to HVC, all 

the faffing about changing shifts, making 

sure there was enough cover etc, and 

always thanking us for any shifts we 

could do. You say it couldn’t have been 

done without us….but it needed you 

organising it all too - Isabel  

Thank you for your email about the    

Harold Hill Community Hub, it’s very 

humbling to receive such feedback, it’s 

so rewarding to offer a little help to the 

community an residents of Harold Hill - 

Patricia 

I owe so much to Havering Volunteer 

Centre for giving me the opportunity to 

try something new and help my         

community, I thought I’d be turned away 

but not with HVC, it’s been totally life 

changing - Patrick  

I have really enjoyed helping out with 

the Afghan Appeal, I never realised how 

much I would enjoy helping out, I only 

came to drop my donations off and now 

I am signed up and volunteering most 

days - Sarah  

I want to say a big thank you to you all for your hard work this year. It’s been an incredibly difficult year, especially for the very 

many of our volunteers working hard on our front line, you’ve adapted your ways of working and dealt with everything Covid 

could throw at our community. Our message to Havering residents throughout the last 18 months has been that we must do 

our bit to fight this awful virus, you have done that and then some. We can’t predict what may happen over the next few 

weeks and months with Covid. We will continue to pray for the best but I know you will cope heroically with all circumstances 

in front of you. - Cllr Viddy Persaud 

I just wanted to say thank you to the 

team at HVC, it’s really important that 

you know that your kindness saved me 

during lockdown and I will never forget 

how you went above and beyond to help 

me, a stranger - Lynda 

I really enjoyed the Christmas Dinner 

you  arranged for me and the telephone 

friend who called me on Christmas Day, I 

wasn’t looking forward to it after losing 

my neighbour but you made it good again 

- George 
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